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OPTIONAL ENGLISH (Course – V)
Growth of the English Language, Characteristics of Modern English,

Hudson and Practical Criticism

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 90

        Note : i) Questions 1 and 4 are compulsory.
ii) Answer four other questions, choosing two from Section A

(Q. 2) and two from Section B (Q. 3).

SECTION – A

1. Indicate the origin of ten of the following words. (10×2=20)

1) agony

2) advance

3) altar

4) band

5) Bible

6) bhakthi

7) beauty

8) cake

9) church

10) client

11) crore

12) dhothi

13) dilemma

14) gurkha
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15) garment

16) priest

17) scene

18) swadeshi

19) troop

20) ugly.

2. Answer two of the following : (2×10=20)

1) Write a note on the characteristics of old English.

2) Explain the French influence on English language.

3) What is Shakespeare’s contribution to the growth of English language ?

4) Write short notes on any two of the following :

i) T.V. and Radio influence on English.

ii) Contribution of Latin

iii) The influence of the Bible

iv) Standard English.

SECTION – B

3. Answer any two of the following : (2×10=20)

a) Describe the different forms of poetry.

b) What is criticism ? Comment on the use and abuse of criticism.

c) What are the characteristics of a short story ?

d) Write short notes on any two of the following :

i) The novelists philosophy of life.

ii) Didacticism in poetry.

iii) The features of a Greek Tragedy.

iv) Dramatic irony.
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SECTION – C

4. Attempt a critical analysis of two of the following choosing one from poetry and
one from prose : (2×15=30)

a) Life is a stream

On which we strew

Petal by petal the flower of our heart;

The end lost in dream,

They float past our view,

We only watch their glad, early start.

Freighted with hope,

Crimsoned with joy,

We scatter the leaves of our opening rose;

Their widening scope,

Their distant employ,

We never shall know. And the stream as it flows

Sweeps them away,

Each one is gone

Ever beyond into infinite ways.

We alone stay.

b) Let me but do my work from day to day
In field or forest, at the desk or Loom
In roaring market-place or tranquil room;
Let me but find it in my heart to say,
When vagrant wishes beckon me astray
This is my work; my blessing, not my doom;
Of all who live, I am the one by whom
This work can best be done in right way
Then shall I see it not too great, nor small,
To suit my spirit and to prove my powers
Then shall I cheerful greet the labouring hours
And cheerful turn, when the long shadows fall
At even tide, to play and love and rest
Because I know for me my work is best.



c) To teach the meaning of a word is to teach the nature of the spirit of that

coined it; the secret of language is the secret of sympathy, and its full charm

is possible only to the gentle. And thus beautiful speech is always the outcome

of sincere and kindly speech. False speech, apparently beautiful, may be

constructed on principles imitated from those out of which sincere and truly

beautiful speech has arisen; but all such utterance, whether in oration or

poetry is not only without permanent power, but it is destructive of the principles

of sincerely it has usurped. So long as no words are uttered but in faithfulness.

So long the art of language goes on exacting itself; but the moment it is

shaped on external principles, it falls into frivolity and perishes.

d) Like all others, I too am a mortal man, descendant of the first being fashioned

from the earth. I was modelled in flesh within my mother’s womb for ten

months, taking shape in her blood by means of virile seed and pleasure,

sleep’s companion. I too, when I was born, drew in the common air. I fell on

the same ground that bears us all, a wail my first sound, as for all the rest. I

was nurtured in swaddling clothes, with every care. No King has known any

other beginning of existence. For all, there is one way only into life, as out of it.

__________________
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